SPECIAL INVITATION TO FUTA AUTO FAIR/WORKSHOPS FROM 6TH TO 12TH JULY, 2014

We would like you to recall that a special invitation letter to open and close FUTA AutoFair and Workshops was forwarded to you last year but the programme could not hold due to a number of factors among which was national strike of Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU).

It is our pleasure to inform you that the FUTA AutoFair and Workshops have been rescheduled to hold from Sunday 6th to Saturday 12th July, 2014 at FUTA Campus. The Opening and Closing Ceremonies will hold on Tuesday 8th and Friday, 11th July, 2014 respectively. The Auto-Workshop will commence from Tuesday and end on Thursday while Auto-Fair will be in progress till closing date.

During the Auto Fair, workshops on aspects of Automobile will be organised for Transport Managers, Drivers, Driver-mechanics and Auto-mechanics from Federal, State and Private Universities, Federal, State and Local Governments parastatals, agencies, corporations, international agencies, corporate organizations, manufacturing companies and individuals.

FUTA is a leading University of Technology in Nigeria. It is the most peaceful University with all its academic programmes fully accredited both by the National University Commission (NUC) and the respective professional bodies in the country; among its unique departments are Transportation Management Technology, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Industrial Designs, Computer Science and Physics.

The programme has been planned in recognition of the innovation and value of modern products and services that automobile industries are making for the comfort of car users as well as:

- reducing ghastly motor accidents on Nigerian roads and globally,
- eliminating wastage of resources in purchasing and using used cars and adulterated parts and oil,
- designing state-of-the-art commercial/luxury vehicles for public comfort,
- strategically marketing sophisticated automobile products to public and private sectors,
- promoting all courses related to design/production of automobile products at university level, and
- enriching the knowledge of engineering students in automobile research.

The Federal University of Technology, Akure decided to organize a Workshop and Trade Fair for all automobile industries and marketers in this region to enable participants at the Workshop have direct interaction with those industries and marketers for maximum benefits.

It is a part of the University’s programme of deepening and broadening town and gown relationships.
We would like to inform you that this is an opportunity for prospective participants to learn modern auto mechanisms, mechatronic, rudiments of auto servicing for cost effectiveness; turbo mechanism and other latest auto inventions, innovations and developments. It will be easier for prospective visitors to purchase any kind of vehicles of their interest directly at discounted rates.

The purpose of this letter is to inform you ahead and request that you kindly mark this date and time for FUTA in your diary. We count on your support to make this event a resounding success.

Kindly find attached in this regard the brochure and flyers for your information.

Any of the following Local Organising Committee members may be contacted for further enquiries

+234(0)703-411-0813 (Chief Development Officer)
+234(0)803-621-8446 (Chair, Organising Committee)
+234(0)806-650-5326 (Ag. Director, Advancement Centre)
+234(0)807-676-7207
+234(0)803-333-0057 or

e-mail to advancementcentre@futa.edu.n; vc@futa.edung;ebigbola2@gmail.com